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1. PHILOSOPHY 

As you all may be feeling, Unity's strength is Loyalty, Humbleness, Positivity & 
Sensation. We are highlight in Crypto World with different gesticulations. We all have 
experienced ups and down in Community and everyone is appreciating our greed and 
fear free optimistic behavior. Now with UnityCom we are about to reflect all good 
gestures of our digital Community to our physical environment where everyone from us 
must be witnessing thankless, unappreciative & reward less behaviors everywhere. 
With UnityCom our aim is to achieve five major goals; 

• Spread Positive Deeds, Ora and ampleness in our Society  

• Increase Cooperation and Gratitude among Digital Communities & their 
members 

• Spread Crypto Awareness & Learning opportunities without investing 
personal hard-earned money 

• Starting use of Crypto in Daily Life's related small things 

• Contribute in Social Causes by joining hands of welfare organizations and 
putting our independent efforts. 

 
 

 



 

 
2. TOKENOMICS 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
3. TAX SYSTEM 

 
 
To discourage Trading / Scalping of UnityCom, we have implemented high taxes on 
trade. Collected taxes will be used to Strengthen the Liquidity Pool, Distribution of 
Reward Token among Holders, collecting Development fee to extend its Eco-System & 
decreasing circulation supply by sending some share to Burn Address. UnityCom 
preserves its own customized & feature rich smart contract which has provision to 
blacklist bots & continues scalpers with Antiwhales & Antidump mechanisms. The smart 
contract is also programmed to offer community and its offering partners to get 
exempted from taxes when exchanging token within specified platform. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
4. USE CASES 
 
The main aim of UnityCom as its name suggests is to build Unity between the Unity 
Protocol ecosystem. UnityCom will act as a holding pillar between the team and the 
investors. By holding UnityCom you will be eligible to UnityPAD's exclusive IDO airdrops 
every month along with special community giveaways which will be held quaterly. 
UnityCom will also be used as a digitial e-commerce marketplace for the upcoming 
Metaverse Play To Earn Games launched on UnityPAD. This means that you will be 
able to purchase digital goods and services using your UnityCom balance in the near 
future. Goods And Services refers to all exclusive items within the Metaficial World Play 
To Earn Game, including items, properties, marketplaces and much more. Purchasing 
goods and services in the Metaficial World would also cost 0.1% UnityCom fees. Fees 
collected by each transaction will be donated amongst multiple charities whom will be 
chosen by the community beforehand. Goods And Services refers to all exclusive items 
within the Metaficial World Play To Earn Game, including items, properties, 
marketplaces and much more. UnityCom will also act as a way to earn passive income 
by simply staking your UnityCom and Unity Protocol tokens in the near future to earn 
BUSD or UnityCom tokens in return. Exclusive IDOs will also be a choice to earn at a 
low APR before their launch. This would mean you will be able to enjoy exclusive IDO 
tokens before their launch simply by staking your UnityCom tokens. 

 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 


